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A reworked rowhouse gains inches by connect-

ing inside to out on each of its three floors.
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IT WAS LOVE at first sight for Danny 
Maiello when he came across the weathered 
rowhouse for sale in an up-and-coming Washing-
ton, D.C., neighborhood. “I loved the idea of living 
in a brownstone,” says Danny, who worked with 
architect Patrick Brian Jones on the home’s renova-
tion. “I wanted to create a custom home that was 
conducive to entertaining, flowed well, opened to 
the outdoors and brought the outside in,” he says.
   Gutting the interiors created a blank slate for 
devising rooms that suit Danny’s style preferences: 
Jones created a first-floor guest suite, public rooms 
on the second floor, and a den and master suite on 
the third floor. Balconies and a rooftop deck supply 
outdoor living space. 
   “I was inspired by the idea that we could main-
tain the home’s Victorian facade while creating in-
teriors that had a Zen-like feel, like an art gallery,” 

> 1,250 SQUARE FEET

AIR SUPPLY  
To give a space an 
airy feel, float furni-
ture with exposed 
legs away from 
walls, and opt for 
glass table tops that 
reflect light.

BROWNSTONE
REVIVAL
> DESIGN CHALLENGE To keep 
light moving through the space
> SOLUTIONS Frosted-glass inte-
rior doors; a pass-through between 
the living room and kitchen; glass-
and-aluminum stair rails
> INSPIRATION Art galleries 
> KEY PIECES “I am a big fan of 
shallow consoles,” says the home-
owner. “They make a statement 
without taking up too much room. 
You can use them as a place to set 
a drink, for display and for storage.”
> BEST DECISION Using white walls 
and cabinets plus ebony floors and 
countertops created a cohesive 
and versatile backdrop for adding 
in splashes of color.
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PLAYING ALL    THE ANGLES

BUILT TO ORDER Whenever possible, customize storage options to suit your display and serving needs. 
Sleek, tailor-made built-ins on each floor of this home do all that and more, above.
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STORE + MORE On the third 
floor, in the homeowner’s 
mostly private quarters, 
above, a den doubles as a TV-
watching area. In addition, this 
row of built-ins works as an art 
gallery, home office, library 
and storage unit.

PRIVATE LESSONS 
Privacy not an issue? 
Leave windows and 
glass doors undressed 
or dressed in simple 
solar shades, left. 
Otherwise, outfit spaces 
with frosted-glass doors 
that filter light and offer 
a less-heavy option than 
solid doors.

says Danny. Jones established that look by 
outfitting each floor with clean-lined built-ins, 
dark floors and countertops, and white walls.

Start with a Clean Slate
“This allows Danny to introduce color 
through artwork and sculptures,” says Jones. 
“The bookcases look as if they are carved-out 
space, which pulls people deeper into the 
rooms. We started with the architecture and 
then worked on the interior design.” Then 
Danny began furnishing his new home. 
   “I started with shades of flannel gray, which 
showcase my favorite color, orange, and allow 
me to use any accent color,’” says Danny. “I 
choose contemporary-lined furniture but 

curate my choices. I buy only what I love 
or need, to keep the look uncluttered.” The 
built-in bookcases, a linen closet and a walk-in 
master closet, as well as a number of space-
savvy storage solutions, help Danny maintain 
appealingly shipshape quarters. 
   “We took advantage of every inch of space,” 
says Jones. “We created shallow storage niches 
in a wall outside the powder room, inset wine 
storage into a pass-through wall and hung 
shelves on what would have been dead space.” 
   Danny couldn’t be happier with the 
modern revival of his historic brownstone. “I 
always enjoy coming home,” he notes. “Light 
flows through every room; the calming colors 
make it feel like an oasis in a very busy city.”

CLEAR THE WAY. Use glass-paneled stair 
railings, above, to create see-through 
barriers that don’t block views or light. Lay 
thin custom-cut stair runners that ensure 
safe passage without taking up too much 
visual space in the process.*TIP: Fancy Flights

Add depth to small spaces 

with dark-stained floors, which 
make ceilings appear taller.
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SIMPLY SLEEK Shallow shelves keep everyday glasses within easy 
reach, left; rack-held martini glasses act as hanging sculptures; 
vertical wine cubbies inset in a pass-through wall amplify storage. 

CONSIDER SHAPE A round dining table with a pedestal base, 
artistically set within a bay, top, accommodates more diners than a 
table with four corner-set legs.

LOOK AT DEPTH Choose wider-than-deep furnishings—like this 
contemporary cabinet, above—that supply stylish silhouettes as well 
as storage and exhibit areas. 



TREATMENTS FOR SMALL WINDOWS
SELECT LOW-PROFILE WINDOW 
TREATMENTS that underscore your 
decorating style while maintaining just 
the right amount of privacy—and still 
allowing the light to shine through.  
Here are a few options to consider: 

Solar Roller Shades These woven 
shades are available in an array of col-
ors; they filter light without blocking it 
and also obscure looking-in views. 

Bamboo or Wood Blinds Operated via 
cords, natural-textured blinds intro-
duce a generous helping of organic 

interest, protect people and furniture 
from too-bright sunlight, and, when 
closed, promote privacy.

Roman and Flat Fabric Shades These 
add color, pattern and warmth to a 
space. They can be drawn up or let 
down to regulate light and privacy.  

Single Panels Finish a window with 
just one curtain or drapery panel 
that’s large enough to cover the glass 
expanse. This works especially well 
when two or more windows share a 
wall; using just one panel leaves more 

wall space open, which, in turn, makes 
a room look bigger.

Pairs of White Curtains or Sheer 
Pastel-Hued Panels These barely 
there dressings soften a window’s 
hard lines, add texture and frame 
exterior vistas.

Top-Down, Bottom-Up Options These 
cordless honeycomb-style shades 
can be pulled up or down to cover 
different sections of a window, which 
lets you regulate light and privacy as 
needed throughout the day.

WEIGH YOUR OPTIONS A 
cathedral ceiling and a four-
poster bed make the master 
bedroom, above, feel more 
spacious. Pendant-style lights 
provide interesting forms, 
function as reading lights and 
don’t take up valuable space on 
small nightstands. 

COMPACT BATH For a 
streamlined bath, far left, install 
a pedestal sink with integrated 
towel bars; add a shallow, 
mirror-spanning shelf to hold 
the things you would have set 
atop a vanity; and use wall 
shelves as medicine cabinets.

FOCUS ON STYLE Display just a 
few strikingly shaped furniture 
pieces and large vibrantly hued 
canvases to captivate the eye 
without busying up Lilliputian 
rooms, left. 

TAKE IT OUTSIDE Danny’s 
rooftop deck, left, supplies a 
curtain-shaded gazebo as well 
as sun-drenched dining. 

NESTLED IN Danny amplified 
space in the guest suite, below, 
by floating a straight-lined bed 
in a curvy bay. Hanging shelves 
high on a gray-painted wall 
made way for display—and a 
bedside chair.
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